


Leafy Sea 
Dragon

How does the body of the leafy 
sea dragon help it blend with 

seaweed?

• Southern coastal waters of 
Australia

• Shape and coloring of their 
bodies

• Ability to change their color to 
match the seaweed.

• Bodies sway like seaweed.



Unifying Themes

s Biology: the study of living 
things and the processes that 
keep them alive

s While there are many 
differences between living 
things, there are certain things 
they all have in common

s Themes: the ideas/things that 
all living organisms have in 
common



Unifying Themes

s All living things have the following in common:
1. They are made of cells that carry genes.
2. They are part of a larger organizational structure.
3. They interact with each other and their environment.
4. They were created by God.



Unifying Theme 1:
Cells and Genes

s Cells are the basic units of life and 
all cells come from other cells

s All cells have tiny structures inside 
them.
s Each structure performs a 

certain job that allows the cell to 
live.

s Unicellular: organism only has one cell
s Example: Paramecium (organism that live in water)

s Multicellular: organism have more than one cell
s Example: Onion Plant and humans



Unifying Theme 1:
Cells and Genes

Onion Plant Cell Paramecium



Unifying Theme 1:
Cells and Genes



Unifying Theme 2:
Biological Organization

s Biology involves and organized classification of all 
forms of life.

s Life is organized on many levels.

s Each level builds on the levels below it.



Unifying Theme 2:
Biological Organization

s Atoms - > Molecules

s Molecules -> Organelles

s Organelles -> Cells

s Cells -> Tissues

s Tissues -> Organ

s Different Organs -> Organ 
System

s Organ System -> Organism 



Unifying Theme 2:
Biological Organization

s Organism -> Population

s Population -> Community

s Community -> Ecosystem 

s Group of Small Ecosystem -> 
Biomes



Levels of Biological 
Organization

Biosphere Part of the Earth that contains all ecosystems

Biome Connections of many smaller ecosystems

Ecosystem Community and its nonliving surroundings

Community Populations that live together in a defined area

Population Group of organisms of one type that line in the same area

Organism Individual living thing

Groups of cells Tissues, organs, and organ systems

Cells Smallest functional units of live

Molecules Groups of atoms, smallest unit of most chemical compounds

Atoms Basic building blocks of matter



Unifying Theme 2:
Biological Organization



Unifying Theme 2:
Organizational Structure

s In each branch of biology there are 
similarities in the way living things 
are designed.



Unifying Theme 3:
Interaction

s All living organisms 
interact with each other.

s Interdependence: the 
interaction of living 
things as they depend 
on each other in order 
to live successfully.

s Give and take between organism of the space 
species or different species.



Interdependence 
Between Clovers 

and Bees 
• Clovers needs bees 

and bees need clovers.
• Clovers provide nectar 

to bees.
• Bees pollinate the 

clover.
• They need each other 

in order to survive.



Interdependence Between 
the Same Species



Homeostasis

s Homeostasis: ability of an organism to keep its internal 
body temperature the stable even when the 
environment changes.
s The human temperature is about 98.6°F
s When our bodies get to hot or to cold, death can happen.



Homeostasis



Unifying Theme 4:
Origins

s Origins means “beginnings.”

s Scientist believe all living 
organisms have a similar 
beginning, but they disagree 
on what that beginning was.

s Creationists believe God created all life on Earth.

s Evolutionary scientists think life began with a single 
living organism that changed over time to what we 
have today.



Unifying Theme 4:
Origins

s Origins of life happened a long time 
ago and no humans were there to 
see it.

s Origin of life is part of historical 
science.

s Despite scientists' efforts they 
cannot recreate that exact moment.

s Scientist study fossils, Earth samples, 
and literature to get evidence to 
support their theory.



Creationists

s Life was created by God.

s People believed this for                                                
thousands of years.

s Supported by scientific evidence.

s Recently evolution has become a popular belief.



Evolution

s Evolution: change over time.

s Many different definitions of evolution.

s Microevolution: small changes over time.
s Size of a bird’s beak changes a little from generation to 

generation.

s Macroevolution: large changes over time.
s The changes that would have been needed to go from 

a cell to a fish.



Changes over Time

s All scientist believe that small 
changes happen over time.

s There is nothing in the Bible that 
goes against microevolution.

s The Bible offers evidence of 
microevolution.
s After Adam and Eve sinned, plants 

and animals changed to adapt to 
changes brought by sin.



Changes over Time

s The Bible does not support macroevolution at all!

s The idea that live can come from something that is 
nonliving and that humans can from a long line of 
creatures goes against the Bible.



Changes over 
Time

The Bible says that God 
created everything by 
the power of His word 
and that humans were 
lovingly formed in His 

image.



Unity and Diversity

s Evidence of a wise Creator who had a well-planned 
design in mind.
s Similarities in the way living things are created
s Organized at multiple levels
s Interact with each other and their environment

We can see both unity 
and diversity in God’s 

creation.
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